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1. INTR~DU~I~N 
The inequality of [l] (see also [2, 31) was discovered in the analysis of the 
two-way complexity [5] of the H amming distance function. Further analysis 
has led to much more general inequalities, culminating in the “4-words 
inequality” of [4], where also a program for further studies has been 
formulated. The papers [7, 81 make contributions to this program. Whereas 
in [8] earlier results of [l] are sharpened to the case of constant (resp. 
constant parity) H amming distances, in [8] a 4-words inequality for another 
metric, namely the Lee metric, is proved. 
The first result of the present paper is a very general 4-words inequality 
for arbitrary additive distortion functions (instead of distances). The 4-words 
property used seems to be so natural that we believe our new 4-words 
inequality (Theorem 1) to be in final form. Several special cases are stated 
as corollaries. 
We also settle the constant union problem in an asymptotic sense via an 
exact solution of a new quantitative l-sided constant union problem (Theo- 
rems 2, 3). 
Another seemingly basic observation is the Decomposition Lemma in 
Section 7, which enables us to extend the asymptotic solution of the 
constant union problem to any sum-type function (Theorem 4). For these 
functions we give an upper bound for the 2-way communication complexity 
(Theorem 5) and we formulate a rule saying when this bound is tight. From 
Theorem 1 we get a lower bound, which often can be evaluated. 
Many results still hold, if cardinalities are replaced by probabilities. This 
has been shown for the Cwords inequality (Theorem 1’) and a Cword type 
generalization of the l-sided constant union problem (Theorem 2’). The 
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probability distributions are all assumed to be of product type. There is 
much work left to do for more general distributions. 
2. A GENERAL ~-WORDS INEQUALITY 
Let AT and g be two finite sets. We consider functions 
where Z is the ring of integers. With f we associate the “sum-type” 
function f,: I” x W’ + Z defined by 
fnb”, r”> = i fb,, Yt) (2.2) 
t-l 
for all x” = (xi,. . . , x,) E 95” and y” = (yi,. . ., y,) E Y”. 
We say that the pair (A, B) with A C P’ and B C CYn satisfies the 
S&l-words property, if 
f,( u”, b”) - fn( u”, b’“) + fn( urn, P) - f,( urn, b”) E 9. (2.3) 
Let P( f, 9, n) be the set of those pairs. We are interested in 
M(f, W, n) = mu{ IAl IBI: (A B) E g(f, gp, n)}. (2.4) 
Let P*( f, 9P, n) be the set of those pairs in P( f, 97, n) assuming the 
maximal value M( f, 9, n). Chu first basic result can now be stated. 
THEOREM 1 (General Cwords inequality). For any $3 c Z 
M(f, w, 4 s M(f, a)“. 
Furthermore, if 0 E W and M( f, {0}, 1) = iU( f, 9, l), then equality holds 
in (i). 
Gur proof below proceeds by induction on n and is based on two 
lemmas, which we first state and prove. We need a few definitions. 
If C is a set of sequences of length n over some alphabet, then we define 
cc = {(Cl, . .. . C.-l): (Cl,C~ ,..., c,-14 E c}, (2.9 
J(C) = {c: cc # 0}, (2.6) 
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and 
L(C) = rnax{ IDI: D c J(C), .?,Cc Z 0). (2.7) 
LEMMA 1. For (A, B) E 9(f, 9, n), L(A)IJ(B)I I M(f, 9,l). 
Proof: It stices to show that for every D c J(A) with fl, E ,A, # 0, 
necessarily (D, .T( B)) E 9’( f, 9,l). 
To see this choose any CI, a’ E D and any b, b’ E J(B) and use the fact 
that by our assumptions there are a”-‘, b”-‘, and b’“-l such that 
a”-%, (z”-lu’ E A and b”-‘b, b’“-lb’ E B. Now just verify 
9 3 f,( a”-‘~, b”-‘b) - f,( a”-‘~, b’“-lb’) 
+fn(u n-l,!, b’“-lb’) - f,( u”-lut, b”-lb) 
=f(u,b) -f(u,b’) +f(u’,b’) -f(u’,b), 
since 
[ fnel( a”-‘, b”-‘) - fn&F1, b’“-l) 
+f,q( a”-‘, b’“-l) - fnel( a”-‘, bn-l)] = 0. 
LEMMA 2. If (4 W E S(f, % n), hen WdEJcAIAd, Bd) E S(f, 9, 
n - 1) for all b E J(B). 
Proof. For a”-‘, urn-’ E U 
a”-’ E A, and a’“-l 
d E JCAJ A, there exist a, a’ E J(A) such that 
E A,,. Now for any b”-‘, b’“-1 E B,, 
W 3 f,( d-k, b”-lb) - f,( a”-& b’“-‘b) 
+fn(u 
In-I,,, b’“-lb) _ f,( u’n-lu~, b”-‘b) 
= f,-I( a”-‘, bn-‘) - fnpl( a”-‘, b’“-l) 
+fn-l( a’“-‘, b’“-l) - fnel( C-l, b”-l), 
since [f(u, b) - f(u, b) + f(u’, b) - f(u’, b)] = 0. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Obviously, if for (A, B) E 9’*( f, {0}, 1) we have 
IAl IBI = M(f, 9, l), then (ll,“A, l7;B) E S(f, {0}, n) and therefore 
Wf, 9, n) 2 WI PD” = Wf, g,l)“. 
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We now prove (i) by induction on n. (For n = 1 nothing needs to be 
proved.) For (A, B) E Sll(f, 9, n) we have 
I4 PI = c I4 * c Pbl 
llEJ(A) bcJ(B) 
s L(A) u Aa IJtB) ibFJFB)iBbl 
I I ncJ(A) 
s M(f, 9p1) u A, bFJ&lBbI 
I I 
(by Lemma 1). 
acJ(A) 
The result ]A] ]B] I M(f, 5!, 1)” now follows from Lemma 2 and the 
induction hypothesis. 
Remark. T. Scheuer kindly pointed out to us that essentially the same 
proof gives a more general result: Z can be replaced by any abelian group 
and for (0) one can allow any subgroup of Z. 
3. OLD AND NEW RESULTS IMPLIED BY THEOREM 1 
We show first that the original Cwords inequality of [4] is implied by 
Theorem 1. 
COROLLARY 1. IfA, B c {1,2 )...) a}” and for the Hamming distance 
function d, 
d&a”, b”) - d&z”, b’“) + d&Y”, b’“) - d&z’“, b”) # 1,2 (3.1) 
for all a”, am E A and all b”, b’” E B, then 
a IAl IBI 5 a*“, where a* = 
for a = 2,3,4 
Wll~/21 for a 2 4. 
Furthermore, the bound is best possible. 
Proof Just notice that condition “(3.1) says that (A, B) E B(d,, Z - 
{1,2}, n) and that B(d,,Z - {1,2},1) = B(d,, {O},l). Therefore by 
Theorem 1, M(d,,Z - {1,2}, n) = M(d,, {0}, 1)“. Finally the equality 
Wd,, {O}, 1) = a* is readily verified. 
Next we derive the 4-words inequality of [7] concerning the Lee 
metric d,. 
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COROLLARY 2. ZfA, B c {0,1,2,. . ., a - l}” and 
&(a”, b”) - dL(a”, b’“) + dL(a’“, b”) - dL(a’“, b”) # 
$ii3iei 
a for all an, am E A and all b”, b’” E B, then 
(m@a, ([a/4] + l)([[a/21/2] + 11)” and this (3.2) 
bound is best possible. 
Proof. Here condition (3.2) says that (A, B) E 9(d,, 2 - 
(19% -. . , a}, n). For n = 1 thus necessariIy 9(d,,Z - {1,2,. . ., a}, 1) = 
B(d,, {0}, 1) and by Theorem 1, M(d,, Z - {1,2,. . . , a}, n) = 
M(d,, {0}, 1)“. It can be calculated that 
a for a = 2,3,4, 
M(d,, (($1) = 5,6,7,9 
(la/41 + NHa/Wl + 1) otherwise. 
(3.3) 
For a = 2 one has d, = d,. Another metric coinciding with d, for a = 2 
is the Taxi metric (L,-metric in analysis), which for a”, b” E (0, 1, . . . , 
a - l}” is defined by 
dT(a”, b”) = i la, - b,l. 
t=1 
P-4 
The following result is new. 
COROLLARY 3. Zf A, B c {O,l,. . ., a - l}” and 
dT( a”, b”) - dT(a”, b’“) + dT(a’“, bm) - dT(a’“, b”) # 
2a for all an, am E A and all b”, b’” E B, then 
hF[i 2 (max[a, (la/21 + l)[a/2]])” and this bound is best (3*5) 
possible. 
Proof: Condition (3.5) says that (A, B) E B(d,,Z - {1,2,. . .,2a}, n). 
Therefore B(d,, Z - {1,2,. . . , 2a}, 1) = 9(d,, {0}, 1) and by Theorem 1, 
M(d,,Z - {1,2,. . ., 2a}, n) = M(d,, {0}, 1)“. It remains to be seen that 
M(d,, (01, 1) = m=h (la/21 + WA. (3-6) 
By choosing (A, B) = ({0}, {O,l,. . . , a - 1)) or (A, B) = 
((091, - - -, l@l}, {LaA,. . . , a - 1)) in B(d,, {0}, 1) we get 
M(d,, {O}, 1) 2 m[a, (la/21 + l)la/21]. 
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Now we prove the reverse inequality. Clearly, w.1.o.g. we can assume that 
IAl 2 IBI. Furthermore, we are done if we can show that 
a I b (or a 2 b) foralIaEA,bEB. (3.7) 
Assume to the contrary that there are a E A; b, b’ E B with b’ < a < b. 
Then b’ < a’ < b must hold for ah a’ E A, because otherwise dr( a’, b) - 
&(a’, b’) = b - b’ > dr(u, b) - &(a, b’), which contradicts (A, B) E 
~(4-9 {O), 1). 
However, if now b’ < a’ -c b for ah a’ E A, then 
a’ = a’ - $&.(a, b) - &.(a, b’) + &.(a’, b’) - &(a’, b)] 
= a’ - +[(b - u) - (u - b’) + (a’ - b’) - (b - a’)] 
= a’ - $[2u’ - 2u] = a, 
and hence IAl = 1 < 2 I IBI, which contradicts IAl 2 I BI. 
As last examples, we consider the Boolean functions union “V ” and 
intersection “ A .” Here it is assumed that 3 = g = (0, l}. In earlier work 
[l] the Boolean function symmetric difference “A” was studied. 
Actually, we are interested in cardinahties of unions and intersections, 
that is, the functions p,, A,: P X W’ + N, where 
p&f’, b”) = i a, v bt, 
t-1 
Xn(un, b”) = i a, A b,. 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
t-1 
Not only do we consider S(/.L, s%, n) and M(p, 5&n), but also the follow- 
ing sets and functions 
9*(/t, 6, n) = {(A, B): A, B c %” with p&z”, b”) 
= 6 for ah a” E A, b” E B}, (3.10) 
M*(P, 6, n) = mm{ I.4 PI: (A, B) E @*(p, 6, n)}, (3.11) 
M*(p, 4 = oF82nM*(C, 6, n). (3.12) 
Amdogously B*(h, 6, n), M*(X, 6, n), and 44*(X, n) are defined. Results 
for p can be transformed into results for X by complementation. Thus 
M*(c(, 6, n) = 44*(X, n - 6, n), etc. Now obviously M*(p, 6, n) 5 
WCC, (01, n) =-L by T’htxm i, Wlr,Z \ {1,2}, n) = MP, {O}, n) = 
M(p, (0))” = 2”. On the other hand, (A, B) = ((11.. . l}, 5”) E 
zP*(p, n, n) and IAl IBI = 2”. 
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COROLLARY 4. hf(j.k,z - {1,2},n)= hf*(/.b,n) = 2”. 
Remark 1. There is another way to show that M*(X, n) = M*(p, n) = 2”. 
By (3.9) we know that the inner product (a”, b”) equals Xn(an, b”). 
Furthermore, if (a”, b”) = const. for all II” E A, b” E B, then also u” 0 b” 
=c ,,,a, A b, with addition understood mod 2 (that is, the inner product 
of un, b” as vectors of a linear space over GF(2)) is constant. From the fact 
(x” @ a”)~ b” i (x” 0 b”) $ (a” 0 b”), we conclude that urn @ A and B are 
orthogonal, if urn E A. Thus, dim A + dim B I n and ]A] IBI I 2”. Actu- 
ally, if u”Ob”= 1, for all a” E A, b” E B, then it can be shown that 
IAl IBI I 2”-‘. 
4. AN EXACT RESULT FOR “ONE-SIDED CONSTANT" 
UNIONS CARDINALITIES 
Most results of the remainder of this paper originated in attempts to 
prove the 
Conjecture. M*(p, 8, n) = max,,,,, 23 3. 
They have led to a positive answer at least in an asymptotic sense 
(Section 5). One of the ideas of [4] was to generalize the concept of a 
constant distance code pair to that of a one-sided constant distance code 
pair, which is better suited for inductive arguments. Further generalization 
led to notions of Cword properties. The same idea also turns out to be 
useful for the function ~1. Actually we introduce a refined, that is, quantita- 
tive, notion of 1-sidedness, 
P(p, I 6, n) = {(A, B): A, B c 3”; la u 61 
= la’ U bl I S for all a, u’ E A, b E B} (4.1) 
M(p, I 8, n) = max{ ]A] IBI: (A, B) E 9(p, I S, n)}. (4.2) 
THEOREM 2. M(p, I 6, n) = zfso( ;). 
Proof: Since ((00 . . .O}, {b”: CyWIb, < S}) E 9(p, I S, n), we have 
M(p, I 4 n) r &,( [I). 
The opposite inequality can be proved by induction on n. The cases 
n = 1,2 are done by inspection. Since (A, B) E B(p, I 6, n) implies 
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(A, B) E P(p, {0}, n), by Corollary 4 also for S = n, (Al IBI s 2” = 
G-0( ;). 
For the induction we use the familiar definition 
Cf= {(c~,...~c,-l,c,+l~...~c”):(c~,...,c,--l~c,ct+l,...,c,) E c}  
if C c AT”“. (4.3) 
n-1~n.WhenS<n,thenAc~e^“\{(l,1,...,1)}.Thusforsomet, 
A6 # 0. We need the definitions 
B(k)= {bEB:laubl=kforallaEA} (4.4) 
B,‘(k) = B(k) n B,‘. (4.5) 
Case Ai= 0. 
I4 14 = I4 ii lB(k)l 
k-0 
= 141kiotB;#) I+ l&lkiolB:(k) 1 
I io(’ i ‘) + l’(’ i ‘) (byinductionhypothesis) 
Case Ai # 0. The relations Ah # 0 and Ai # 0 have the following 
consequences: 
B:(O) = 0, because A # 0. 
B;(k) n B;(f) = 0 for k I I, because Ah # 0. 
B;(O) = 0, because Ai # 0. 
For b E B;(k) and all a E A& Ia u b( = k. 
V-6) 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
For b E BG( k) u B:(k) and all a E Ai, la U bl = k - 1. (4.10) 
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These facts ensure the following chain of equalities and inequalities: 
k-0 
i IB;(k)l+ *&B:(k + 1)l 
k-0 k=O 
+I4 i I%wl+ i INU by (4.6), (4.8) 
k-0 k=l 
6-l 
= I4 c I%(k) u w + 1)1+ Iex~)l 
k-0 
s 
+I4 c I%(k) ” &WI (by (4.7)) 
k-0 
(by induction hypothesis and (4.9), (4.10)) 
5. THE ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR OF M*(p,S,n) 
We assume now that (6(n)):=‘,, is a sequence of non-negative integers 
with 
nlgl16(n)n-’ = E E [OJ]. 
The construction behind our conjecture in Section 4 is 
A = {a”: a, = 1 exactly when 1 I t I m } 
B= b”EP’: t b,=S-m . 
t-m+1 1 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
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Now choose 
Then 
26(n) - n when2S(n) > n 
m= 
0 when 2(n) I n. (5.3) 
ilog ,A, p, = 
i 
il0g2~~(“)-~( ‘z Ii9r;‘) if 26(n) > n, 
;l”g S(t) ( 1 
if 26(n) I n, 
( 1 if&?+ + h(4 ife<$asn+oo, 
where h(e) = -E log E - (1 - e)log(l - E), is the binary entropy function. 
This result is asymptotically best possible. 
THEOREM 3. If (5.1) holds, then 
Proof. It remains to be seen that the quantities to the right side cannot 
be superceded. Since M*(p, S(n), n) 5 M(p, I S(n), n) and since by The- 
orem 2, 
this is the case. 
6. REPLACING CARDINALITIES BY PRODUCT MEASIJRES 
In all results of the preceding sections the sets where measured by 
cardinality. More generally, now we use a measure P on 9 and a measure 
Q on 6. Sets in P (resp. W) are measured by the product measure 
p” = IIf * P (resp. Q” = ll[ * Q). 
A first result in this setting is a generalization of Theorem 1. Let us define 
M(f, 2, n, P, Q) = ma{ Pn(A)Q”(B)l(4 B) E g(f, 9, n)>. (6.1) 
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Instead of (2.7) we need now 
L(A, P) = max( P(D): D c J(A), dcDA, # 0). (6.2) 
Inspection of the proof of Lemma 1 shows that we have now 
LEMMA 1’. For (A, B) E S(f, 9, n>, 
&C P)Q(J(B)> I M(f, a,l, P, Q>. 
Lemma 1’ is used in the proof for the following theorem which general 
izes Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 1’. Forany9C Z, 
M(f, 9, n, P, Q) I M(f, W,l, P, Q)“. 6) 
Furthermore, if 0 E 9 and M( f, {0}, 1, P, Q) = M( f, 9i’,l, P, Q), then 
equality holds in (i). 
Proof: For (A, B) E 9( f, g, n), we have 
P"(A)Q"(B) 
I L(A, P)P”-’ Q(J@)) mm Q"-'(Bb) 
bcJ( B) 
I L(A, B)Q(J@))M(f, g, n - 1, P,Q) (byLemma2) 
~M(f,~,l,P,Q)M(f,~,n-l,p,Q> (by Lemma 1’) 
I M(f, .@,I, P, Q)” (by induction hypothesis). 
The last statement of the theorem follows as before. 
Our next result is an extension of Theorem 2 (Section 4) in two directions. 
Cardinahty is replaced by suitable product measures and the condition 
“one-sided constant” is substituted for by a more general Cwora!s properg. 
THEOREM 2’. Let St-= cv= {O,l} and let P n and Qn be product measures 
on (0, 1)” such that 
(a) P(0) 2 P(1) and Q(0) 2 Q(1). If an (A, B) E 9(~, Z - {l}, n) 
satisfies 
(b) p,,(a”, b”) I 6 for all a” E A, b” E B then 
(cl P”(A)&“(B) 2 m~{PKO”~~=o( ;)Q(l)kQOn-k, 
Q<o)‘%,( ;)WkWn-* 1 and this bound is best possible. 
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Proof: The last statement is readily verified. For (A, B) = (((0,. . . ,O)}, 
{r”:E;,,~, I 6)) E P(p,Z - {l}, n), (b) holds and P"(A)Q"(B) = 
P(0)‘%o( ;)Q(VkQW"-'- 
If this is the smaller of the two values, choose the pair (B, A). We now 
prove (b) by induction on n. We can enforce, by exchanging the roles of P 
and Q if necessary, 
P(O)Q<l> 2 P(l)Q(O)- (6.3) 
This implies 
P(o)"Q(~)~Q(~)"-~ = (p(O)~<l>)"(p(O)~<o>>"-" 
2 (P(~)Q(O))~(P(O)Q<O>)"-" 
= Q(O)“P(l) kP(0)"-k 
and we therefore have to prove for (A, B) E S(p,, Z - (l}, n) satisfying 
(b), 
Pan I P(O)" i (;)Q(I)'Q(o)"-*. (6-4 
k-0 
n = 1, S = 0. The only choice is A = B = (0) and here (6.4) holds. 
n = 1, S = 1. The case A = B = (0, l} does not arise and otherwise 
P(A)&(B) s P(WQ(O) + Q(l)> by (4 ad (6.3). 
n - 1 + n. If 6 = n, then by Theorem 1’ and (6.3) 
p%WW I WoNe<o> + e(l))” 
= p(o)” i ( $2(l)k~(o)n-k; 
k-0 
that is, (6.4) holds. 
If 6 < n then B cannot contain the “ah 1 sequence” and therefore 
B6.Z 0 forsometE {1,2,..., n}.IncaseaIsoBif 0,weclaimthat 
A;nA;= 0, (6-5) 
because otherwise there are b”-’ E B& b"-' E B: and a”-’ E Ah n A:, 
which satisfy 
1 # &a”-‘,ob”-1) - c(,(lu”-l,lb”-‘) 
+p,(Oa”-‘,lfT’) - p,(oa”-‘,Ob”-1) =l, 
a contradiction. 
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Therefore Pm’(&) + P”-‘(A:) = P”-‘(Ah U Ai) and the iuequalities 
in (a) yield 
P”(A)Q”(B) = (P(O)P”-‘(A;) + P(l)P”-‘(Ai)) 
x(~tw-l(~~~ + Q~)Q-~(B:)) 
I P(O)P”-‘( A:, u A;)Q(O)[ Q’-‘( B;) + Qn-‘(B;)]. 
By Lemma 2 and the induction hypothesis, therefore, 
P”(A)Q”(B) s P(O)Q(O) P”-‘(O) i (n i ‘)Q(l)“Q(O)“-*-’ 
k=O 
Qtl)"QtO>"-" 1 
= P(O)” i ( E)Q(~)*Q(~)'-*. 
k-0 
WeareleftwiththecasesB~# 0 andB:= 0; 
P”(A)Q”(B) = (P(O)P”-‘(Ab) + P(l)P”l(A;))Q(0)Q’-l(B,$ 
s P(0)Q(O)P”-l(A;)Q”-‘( B;) 
+P(0)Q(O)F1( A;)Q”-‘( B;) 
and, by Lemma 2 and the induction hypothesis, 
P~A)Q"(B) I p(0)" ~(0) f: (n ; ')Q(i)"~(o)"-"-' 
k-0 
+p(&‘(” i +(I)LP(~)“*-11 
k=O 
= P(O)” i (:)~(i)*Q(o)"-~. 
k-0 
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7. FROM THE UNION FUNCTION p, TO GENERAL 
“SUM-TYPE” FUNCTIONS 
The Hammin g distance and p, are of sum type. Replacing c.r in the 
definitions (3.10) to (3.12) by an arbitrary f: IX GY-, Z we get the set 
P*(f, 6, n) and the numbers M*(f, 6, n) and M*(f, n). We shah establish 
relations to M(f, {0}, n), which was defined in Section 2. For this the 
following result is basic. 
DECOMPOSITION LEMMA. (A, B) E 9( f, { 0}, 1) if and on& if there exist 
functions (PA, B: A --, Z, $A,+ B -+ Z such that 
f(a, b) = ~)&a) + #,,,(b) ford/ (a, b) E A x B- (7-l) 
Proof: Clearly, if f satisfies (7.1), then 
f(a, b) -f(d, b) +f(d b’) -f(e b’) 
= (PA, B(U) - (PA, BW + 454, II(a’) - 454, Bb4 = 0 
and therefore (A, B) E 9( f, (0}, 1). 
Conversely, for (A, B) E @(f, {0}, 1) with A = {a,, . . . , a,} and B = 
{b,,,..., b,,, } the functions 
(PA,&) =fWd and h,,(b) =fhb) -fbJd (7.2) 
=tW vA, Aa) + +“,Jb) =f(a, 4,) + f<% b) - f(% bd and, by the 
Cword property, thus (7.1). 
THEOREM 4. C-4 M(f, {O}, n) = Wf, {O}, 1)” 
(b) lim .-.,W4log M*(f, n) = Mf, U&l). 
Proof. (a) is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1. Also from the 
definitions, 
M*(f, n) s M(f, {O}, n). (7.3) 
The issue is to show that asymptotically the reverse inequality also holds. 
For this suppose that (A, B) achieves M(f, {0}, 1) and that (pA, B and 
are defined as in the Decomposition Lemma, then for (A”, B”) = 
IA”1 P”I = M(f, {O), 1)” (7.4) 
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and 
fW9 Y”> = i (PAJM + h,B(YJ for (x”, y”) E A” x B”. (7.5) 
t-1 
With the definitions 
(PA”, &“) = i (PA, &A k4”,B”(Y”) = i h4,B(YA (7.6) 
t-1 t-1 
we have, therefore, 
fn(xn, yn) = qAn,..(x") + #,n,,.(y”) for (x”, Y”) E A” X B”. 
P-7) 
The key observation now is that Q)A”, B” and rl/““, B” have as sum-type 
functions a rather small range of values on A” (resp. B”) and that by (7.7) 
for any U, u E Z f,, is constant on U x V, where U = cp,-.f,.(u) and 
V = $2: &u). The formal argument follows. 
Defining 
and defining by ]]g]] the cardinality of the range of a function g, we derive 
with (7.6) 
ll(pA”B”II s n@, IIhPII 5 N- (7-9) 
We conclude now that 
IA”IIB”I M(f, {o},~)” 
M*tm 2 &)$ = n201J ’ (7.10) 
which together with (7.3) implies (b). 
8. APPLICATIONS TO TWO-WAY COMMUNICATION COMPLEXITY 
A. Preliminaries 
After Abelson had raised the issue of information transfer in distributed 
computations [9], Yao did his pioneering work on two-way communication 
complexity [5]. His success is mainly due to his limitation to functions 
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f: 3?- X kV + 9 with L3?, g, 9’ finite, which made a combinatorial treatment 
possible. A natural improvement of Yao’s model [lo] led to a very smooth 
form of Yao’s lower bound for the two-way complexity C(f; 1 c) 2), which 
we now state without proof: 
S x T( S c I, T c ‘9) is called f-monochromatic, 
if f is constant on S x T. 
A k-decomposition of f is a partition S = {S, X T,, . . . , Sk X Tk } of 
SX d into f-monochromatic rectangles. 
For the decomposition umber 
D( f ) g min{ k: exists a k-decomposition of f } . 
Yao’s inequality (in the improved form of [lo]) states 
C(f;l f) 2) 2 log,D(f). 
(8-l) 
(8.2) 
We have not yet defined C( f; 1 - 2). It is actually a quantity which can be 
understood without any reference to computing in the context of an 
abstract multi-user source coding theory (see [l]). 
The specifica here are: 
(1) No probabilistic assumptions on the source (LT’, ?V, f) 
(2) Correct decoding for all source outputs. 
The communication model is: 9 outputs x and kV outputs y. A person 
Px observes x and another person Pw observes y. They can transmit 
messages to each other alternately over a binary channel with zero error 
probability. Theor goal is to find the value f (x, y) with minimal worst case 
transmission time. This quantity is denoted by C( f; 1 - 2). 
Similar to classical source coding there is a multitude of other communi- 
cation models one might consider. There is a trivial general bound on 
C(f; 1 - 2). 
Suppose that Pz transmits the output x of 9 of Pq, who in the 
knowledge of x and y calculates f(x, y) and transmits this value to P%, 
then obviously Ilog, ]3?]] + Ilog, ]&I?]] bits sufhce, i.e., 
C(f; 1 * 2) s bi3, v-l1 + b%, I’ll. (8.3) 
There is also a general, but naive, lower bound on D( f ). 
Denoting the size of the largest monochromatic rectangle of f by M( f ), 
we clearly have D(f) 2 152-l lS M( f )-’ and thus by (8.2), 
In some cases (8.3) or (and) (8.4) give good estimates on C( f; 1 * 2). 
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B. A New Lower Bound 
The use of the 4-words inequality (Theorem 1) for complexity problems 
is due to its property to relate n-dimensional to l-dimensional problems (or 
words to letters). This makes it possible to estimate the decomposition 
number in Yao’s inequality. For “sum-type” functions this yields often 
asymptotically optimal results for C(f,; 1 ti 2). More specifically, lower 
bounds can be derived with the following inequality. 
LEMMA 3. For any 5p c 2 and any sum-type function f,, 
c( f,; 1 --) 2) 2 log I%“l IPlA4( f”)-’ 2 log [ I%1 I%qM( f, L@, 1)-l] n. 
Prooj: The first inequality follows from Yao’s inequality and (8.4). The 
second inequality is a consequence of the inequality M( f,) I M( f, L@, n) 
and Theorem 1. 
C. An Upper Bound 
In the light of Theorem 4 and the idea for its proof, it is natural to assign 
to f: 3 x 9 + Z the following class G( f ) of coarser functions: With every 
partition 8= {S, X T,,..., S, X T,} of %X 9 into rectangles Si X q, 
($9 q:.) E P(f9 {O), I), we associate the function g,: S x g --) 
{1,2,. - * 9 n }, where 
tdx, y) = i, if (x, y) E S; X q. (8-5) 
G(f) is the set of functions obtained if B varies over all such partitions. 
THEOREM 5. For a sum-type function f,, 
I mill C(g;l --) 2). 
n+* n gc G(f) 
(8.6) 
Proof. Let g be such that the minimum is assumed in (8.6) and let 
9’= {S, x T,,..., Sk x Tk } be the partition of 3X g on which g was 
based. We learned from the proof of Theorem 4 that in case both person Pz 
and person Pw know gn(xn, y”) = (g(xr, yr) ,..., g(x,, y.)), only a rela- 
tively small additional amount of information is exchanged for both to 
know f.(x”, y”). More precisely, if g”(x”, y”) = y” = (yr,. . . , y,), then by 
the Decomposition Lemma there are functions q7: S, + Z, qu: T, + Z 
with 
f (x9 y) = 9+) + #,(Y) for (x, y) E S, x T, (8.7) 
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and 
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f(x”, Y”) = i cp,,(x,) +1cly,(Yt) 
r-1 
n 
for (x”, y”) E nS,, x Ty,. 
t-1 
Furthermore, 
(8.8) 
(8.9) 
Now, by definition, an exchange of C( g; 1 f) 2)n bits stices for both 
persons to learn that gn(x”, v”) = ( yr, . . . , y,). Using this knowledge Ps 
can compute C~,l~~,tx,) ad Pg cm mqute C:,,#,(Y,). BY (8.9) m 
exchange of log I@ln + log IJlln bits suffices to inform both persons about 
f(x”, y”). However, since lim,,,(l/n)log I@1 l#ln* = 0, the proof is com- 
plete. 
D. Examples of Sum-Type Functions 
The following conclusion can be drawn from the foregoing results: If we 
can find a g E G(f) such that for some y, Ig-‘(y)l = M(f, (O}, 1) and 
Yao’s bound for C(g; 1 +B 2) is tight (which actually means that Ig-‘(y)l 
= M( f, {0}, 1) for all y), then 
lim C(f,; 1 - 2) ISI IJI 
n-roe n = lopqf, {O},l) 
and we know a protocol achieving this value. 
We analyse now the four functions f cl), . . . , f c4) defined by the tables 
~~~: 
4 1 0 3 246 2 
5 -1-2 1468 
f”’ f(Z) f(3) 
012345 
010333 
022444 
033555 
f(4) 
For the first 3 functions the decompositions are as indicated in the tables. 
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By the principle stated above we get 
lim L(,l); 1 f) 2) = log, 3, 
n-m n 
lim lc(gz’; 1 @ 2) = 1, 
n-rm n 
lim 1C(f,‘3); 1 c) 2) = 2. 
n-m n 
For instance, for f c2) the g corresponding to the decomposition drawn is 
known in values to Pg, who can inform Ps with 1 bit, that is, by sending a 
0, if y E (0, 1) and a 1, if y E { 2,3}. Applying the principle literally to f(l) 
we get the upper bound [log, 31. 
However, by replacing g by g” and considering n’s divisible by m, as 
m + cc we obtain the bound log, 3. We leave the analysis of fc3) to the 
reader. It is more interesting to look at f”. A straightforward application 
of our principle gives 
6.3 c(f,*; 1 f) 1 2) = log 
7 
5 lim 
- n R--r00 
I E C(f,o;l c, 2) 
I log3. 
n-rm n 
(8.10) 
However, since f(x, 3) = f(x, 4) = f(x, 5) we can identify 3,4, and 5 and 
define 
f’ 
Now l@,,,(l/n)C( f,‘; 1 * 2) 2 log3, (8.10) and 
lim .,,(l/n)C(fi4); 1 * 2) = l&,,(l/n)C(f,‘; 1 ++ 2) 
imply that log 3 is the limiting value. 
Finally we comment on the 16 Boolean functions {O,l} X {O,l} --) 
(0, 1). They fall into 3 groups, namely trivial functions depending on one or 
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no argument, functions equivalent to symmetric difference A, and those 
equivalent to union v , which include intersection and difference. 
It has been observed by El Gamal and Pang that for d,: (0, l}” x (0, l}” 
+ {O,l,. . . , n } defined by 
d,(a”, b”) = i a,Ab, (8.11) 
r-1 
lim &d,;l ++ 2) = 1. 
ndm n 
Obviously, for trivial Boolean functions f,,, lim, ,,(l/n)C(f,; 1 - 2) = 0. 
Already (8.3) and (8.4), in conjunction with Corollary 4, give 
lim Ic(p,; 1 - 2) = 1. 
n-m n 
That means that for alI nontrivial Boolean functions l-way communication 
is asymptotically as efficient as 2-way communication. We conjecture this to 
hold in an exact sense. 
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